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1900 Arch
Philadelphia, PA, 2011
VARENHORST Architecture/Design/Strategy
Project Team: Stephen Varenhorst (Principal), Neil Garrioch
(Studio Director), Brian Pickard (Project Architect), John
Edwards, and Jared Laucks.

Located at the seam between the Center City
business district and the residential Logan
Square neighborhood in Philadelphia, this
230k sf mixed-use structure activates the
neutral zone between two distinct adjacent
communities through both its program and
its relationship to site and context. The stepping form of the structure was composed
based on the desire to maintain natural light
and views for the existing adjacent building
while the H plan was designed to provide the
greatest quality of natural light and views for
the 234 apartment units within. The facade
was designed to break up the scale, or
perceived mass, of the building and as an
economical means of bringing color and texture to the site. The site is further activated
by the open garden spaces, shared amongst
the public, residents, and the two 8,000 sf
restaurant spaces.
My role in this project centered on the investigation of facade systems and materials, the
development of the facade patterning and
the courtyard spaces, and the production
and organization of presentation materials.
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Playhaus
Dwell Playhaus Design Competition, 2011

The challenge for this competition was to
create a playhouse worthy of the front yard
and to be the envy of kids and parents alike.
The first of three designs, the 1k playHouse
(A.), was inspired by the 100k House by
Postgreen Homes and Interface Studio
Architects continuing the “pursuit of affordable, high performance, design forward
homes” with its simple durable construction,
open plan, and modern urban aesthetic. The
second playhouse is a scaled down version
of the simple, modern, and sustainable shipping container house, dubbed the Prefabulous Playhouse (B. and opposite page) and
provides adequate play space for the entire
family and modern style to any yard with its
two separate indoor play areas, deck/patio
area, roof deck, and green roof. The last of
the three designs, simply called CSpH, Case
Study playHouse, No.3 (C.) is intended to be
a modest and simple yet modern and elegant
structure; composed of two intersecting
forms and an otherwise open floor plan providing adequate and flexible play and storage
space for everything from a library with a
reading room to an exclusive clubhouse.
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[Sub]urban Doghouse
Perrysburg, Ohio, 2003 (Manual & Additional Designs, 2011)
Project Team: Brian Pickard, Joseph Jamgochian, and Vincent Bachman (Manual & Additional Designs: Brian Pickard)

This doghouse was designed to provide
covered exterior space, separate feeding
and sleeping areas, and protection from the
elements while maintaining natural light and
views to the exterior. While keeping environmental and animal friendliness in mind, material selection and detailing were kept simple
as we wanted our final product to be both
elegant and achievable and to inspire others
to make their own mini acts of architecture.
The form resulting from our design process
paid accidental homage to the work of Mario
Botta and would later inspire a reexamination
of this program as a platform for exploring
various typologies and construction methods,
and eventually lead to a series of a dozen
doghouses including pieces inspired by
Wright (A.) and TWBTA (B.) among others.
Step-by-step instructions are now available
for download online.
+ Named to ReadyMade Magazine’s RM100, 2011, and
featured on the CBS Sunday Morning Show, May 22, 2011
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Response Shelters
OAN/AFH Design it: Shelter Competition, 2009

These shelters are intended to be deployed
and setup as part of a rapid response effort
to a natural disaster. Each unit is designed
to be light weight yet structurally stable and
environmentally responsible. Shelters can be
easily transported to their destination with
up to five units per standard semi-truck. Intended as a compromise between Red-Cross
tents and FEMA trailors, each shelter offers
protection, security, heat, light, privacy, and
comfort while promoting a sense of community through both form and intended function.
The combination of colorful and natural materials is intended to be cheerful and comforting in an otherwise depressing time.
Additionally, these shelters could be used
as temporary housing in impoverished areas
while infrastructure was being constructed
or setup and rented as “suites” at outdoor
events to recoup manufacturing and maintenance cost while not serving disaster victims.
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Chancellor Green
Princeton University, 2009
James Bradberry Architects with Fisher Marantz Stone
Project Team: Brian Pickard (Project Architect) and Charles
Stone (Principal Lighting Consultant)

Built in 1873, Chancellor Green Library was
Princeton University’s first purpose-built
library. Designed by William A. Potter, the
High Victorian Gothic style building features
strong geometric forms, rich ornamentation, and a grand rotunda. Our task was to
perform significant lighting and electrical
upgrades within the rotunda while maintaining the integrity and historic character of
the building. We designed a custom chandelier made from aircraft grade aluminum
to match the weight of the existing light to
be removed, allowing us to increase the
overall light quality while assuring structural
integrity upon installation. Existing downlights were upgraded, additional cove and
task lights were integrated throughout the
space, and theater lighting was added via
custom mounting brackets above the stacks.
All lighting was integrated into a multi-scene
dimming system allowing the space to better accommodate its vibrant multi-purpose
program, which beyond daily student use
includes lectures, dinners, musical performances, and receptions.
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Storyville
Woodlawn Library, Baltimore Co., MD, 2009
James Bradberry Architects
Project Team: James Bradberry (Principal), Brian Pickard,
Josh Janisak, and Robert Biddle.

Following the resounding success of the
original Storyville at the children’s library
in Rosedale, MD, we were approached to
create a second installation within a new addition to the Woodlawn Library. The center’s
mission is to engage, educate, and excite
pre-school children and their families in a
unique interactive setting incorporating a
variety of activities promoting emergent literacy skills, creative play, and performance.
Each structure or zone within the “townscape” presents the children with a different
set of activities and challenges within a fun
and whimsical atmosphere. Here, children
can put on a play in front of one of several
scenes in the giant book backdrop, sort mail
to famous authors in the post office, rearrange the letters on one of the magnetic
street signs, or one of many other engaging
activities. Material selection, detailing, and
construction were each highly controlled to
create a durable, safe, and engaging environment for the children and their families.
This project was completed collaboratively
with all members of the team contributing
throughout the design, development, presentation, documentation, and construction
administration process.
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Beaux Arts Graphics
Completed for the OSU chapter of the AIAS, 2006

I have an interest in graphics and visual
communications design both as a tool for
the representation of architectural and other
design work and as a field in its own right.
Projects in both print and digital media, and
work ranging from identity design to websites
and marketing packages, have given me the
opportunity to hone my technical skills in this
area and develop a broader perspective in
design.
The first part of this project was to create the
invitation postcards for the AIAS Ohio State
Chapter’s annual Beaux Arts Ball. The graphics were intended to represent the style and
diversity of the members of the organization
through the raw and industrial layering of energetic grunge rock style graphics and iconic
swing imagery.
Model Vitra chairs were given out as awards
and prizes at the event, and the second
part of the project was to develop packaging that was fitting for the style of the event
and would tie the models together as a set
despite their individually contrasting styles.
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Gravity
Metropolis/OFS Hotseat Design Competition, 2005

Driven by an interest in designing for human
interaction at an intimate scale, coupled with
my appreciation of craft and fabrication, my
work in industrial and product design has allowed me to further develop my skill set and
design methodology.
The concept behind this chair was to focus
the viewers attention on the weight of the
user and the necessity of structure; highlighting the function of the object. The thin wood
surface is draped over the armature and supported by the concealed plates and spacers
mounted at the center of the seat and back.
+ Received an Honorable Mention in the Competition
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Gallery Work
Art and Exhibitions, 2005-2006

My artwork has covered a broad range of
styles and mediums, serving as both a creative and emotional outlet and as a means
of further developing my skills and personal
style.
Measuring 54”x66”, the Untitled Series of 9
was created using several types of acrylic
paint and colored varnish on nine individual
canvases and reassembled on a wall panel
for a solo exhibition in Columbis, Ohio.
In contrast, Emulation (opposite page) is a
painstaking 18”x24” pencil on paper reproduction of Salvador Dali’s 1951 painting
Raphaelesque Head, Exploded.
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Dispatch Saturation
Columbus, Ohio, 2005
Academic Project; Bart Overly, Studio Instructor

The premise for this project was to consolidate and promote collaboration between the
Columbus Dispatch family of media companies while revitalizing the urban context
through the creation of a commercial and
residential hub. The site encompasses two
major, or twelve minor, blocks within the
city grid and is organized and connected by
the vertical circulation and horizontal megastructure. This plenum form acts to both
filter programmatic interactions and establish a second pedestrian city, composed of
commercial, civic, and gallery spaces. While
primary program is organized and articulated
by desired interactions and relationships to
the plenum, secondary program is organized
based on relationships to the context to create balance and density within the site.
+ Gui Design Competition - Finalist, 2005
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Stein-Miller Residence
Columbus, Ohio, 2004
Academic Project; Gabriel Esquivel, Studio Instructor
Project Team: Brian Pickard and Annette Klaus

The organization of the overall structure of
this suburban home was developed through
a system of strategic shifts in plan and section based on divisions within the program.
The shifting of the volumes creates privacy
through the separation of the office and
guest house from the main residence. The
formal structure is offset by the interstitial
spaces created by the vertical circulation
and accented by the subtle codification of
programmatic volumes through the use of
varying types of glass.
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Spatial Envelope
Theoretical Exercise, 2004
Academic Project; Gabriel Esquivel, Studio Instructor
Project Team: Brian Pickard and Annette Klaus

The essence of cubist painting is the flattening of perspectival space on a two-dimensional surface. Here, Braque’s Homage to
J. S. Bach (below), was reduced to various
layers of information based on form, color,
value, and field. This analysis was then reinterpreted and projected three-dimensionally
as a means of exploring the abstract representation of three-dimensional space. The
variations resulting from this process were
then combined as a transformative series of
sequential moves based on the fore, middle,
and background analysis, cumulating in the
development of a concept for a gallery space
to house the original artwork upon which it is
based.
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